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Abstract

Background: This study assesses changes in mood and anxiety in a cohort of subjects with memory loss who
participated in an 8-week Kirtan Kriya meditation program. Perceived spirituality also was assessed. Previous
reports from this cohort showed changes in cognitive function and cerebral blood flow (CBF). The purpose of
this analysis was to assess outcome measures of mood and affect, and also spirituality, and to determine whether
or not results correlated with changes in CBF.
Methods: Fifteen (15) subjects (mean age 62 – 7 years) with memory problems were enrolled in an 8-week
meditation program. Before and after the 8-week meditation, subjects were given a battery of neuropsychologic
tests as well as measures of mood, anxiety, and spirituality. In addition, they underwent single photon emission
computed tomography scans before and after the program. A region-of-interest template obtained counts in
several brain structures that could also be compared to the results from the affect and spirituality measures.
Results: The meditation training program resulted in notable improvement trends in mood, anxiety, tension, and
fatigue, with some parameters reaching statistical significance. All major trends correlated with changes in CBF.
There were nonsignificant trends in spirituality scores that did not correlate with changes in CBF.
Conclusions: An 8-week, 12 minute a day meditation program in patients with memory loss was associated with
positive changes in mood, anxiety, and other neuropsychologic parameters, and these changes correlated with
changes in CBF. A larger-scale study is needed to confirm these findings and better elucidate mechanisms of
change.

of cognitive decline.6 The effect of aging and AD on spirituality is less clear, although individuals with early AD have
frequently turned to spirituality as an important coping
mechanism.7 In fact, higher levels of spirituality have been
associated with a slower rate of cognitive decline in patients
with AD.8
There are not many treatment options for age-associated
memory loss and cognitive impairment, especially with
associated mood-related problems. While some medication
and vaccine trials are under way, a cost-effective nonpharmacological approach without side-effects that could be
easily implemented would be extremely useful in the treatment of early cognitive impairment and memory loss and
associated mood disorders in the elderly. Initial studies indicate that meditation can be helpful for emotional regulation as well as cognitive improvement.9,10,11,12,13,14,15 While
there are many different forms of meditation, a common
element in all meditative techniques is the regulation of

Introduction

M

emory loss and age-associated cognitive problems
are significant issues for an aging American population.
According to the census data, 13% of the U.S. population aged
65 and 25%–50% of those aged 85 or older have symptoms
of Alzheimer disease (AD).1,2 Some of the early symptoms
of AD include memory loss, confusion regarding time and
place, problems with words in speaking or writing, as well as
changes in mood and personality. Somewhere between 10%
and 20% of people aged 65 and older and 29% of those 85 or
older have mild cognitive impairment (MCI)3 that may develop into AD. People with MCI have problems with memory, language, or another essential cognitive function that is
noticeable to others but not severe enough to interfere with
daily life. Age-associated cognitive impairment can be accompanied by depression and changes in mood,4,5 and the
data suggest that mood disorders can aggravate the processes
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attention and emotion. Recent neuroimaging studies have
demonstrated neurological correlates of meditation, highlighting brain regions that regulate attentional control and
affect.16,17,18,19,20,21
This study was conducted to investigate the potential effects of a specific form of meditation called Kirtan Kriya (KK)
on cerebral blood flow (CBF), cognitive effects, and mood in
elderly subjects with actual memory loss. Functional brain
imaging with single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) was used to measure potential changes in CBF.
Additionally, neurocognitive tests were used to evaluate
changes in cognitive function and memory, and self-reported
measures were used to assess mood and feelings of spirituality. Previously reported findings from this study showed
that this simple 8-week meditation program resulted in significant increases ( p < 0.05) in baseline CBF ratios in the
prefrontal, superior frontal, and superior parietal cortices as
well as improvements in neuropsychologic tests of verbal
fluency, Trails B, and logical memory.22 The primary purpose of this article is to report on the effects of performing
daily KK meditation for 8 weeks on mood states and feelings
of spirituality and to correlate potential effects with changes
in CBF, and improvements in memory.
KK meditation employs a simple technique that involves
the repetition of four sounds: SA TA NA MA. While the
person vocalizes these sounds, they sequentially touch their
thumb to their index finger, middle finger, fourth finger, and
then fifth finger. This is performed out loud for 2 minutes, in
a whisper for 2 minutes, in silence for 4 minutes, followed by
in a whisper for 2 more minutes, and finally out loud for the
final 2 minutes. The total time is 12 minutes. Since this is a
simple and quick practice, it has the potential to be a very
practical and low-cost measure to help improve memory and
mood in the elderly. This also distinguishes KK practice from
a number of other meditation practices that require extended
class sessions and long meditation practices that may not be
practical in an older population. While KK originates in the
Kundalini yoga tradition, for the purposes of this research it
was taught in a secular manner.
Subjects were studied using SPECT imaging to assess
changes in CBF at baseline and after practicing the meditation on a daily basis for 8 weeks. Subjects also completed
subjective measures of anxiety, depression, and spirituality.
It was hypothesized that several brain structures would be
particularly affected by the KK meditation program that
could be correlated with changes in mood and possibly
feelings of spirituality. Studies have shown that attentionfocusing practices such as meditation activate the attentional
network in the brain, which includes frontal lobe structures
as well as the anterior cingulate cortex.23,24,25 These areas
also help mediate emotional responses and have also been
observed to be related to a variety of spiritual measures.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and imaging acquisition
Fifteen (15) subjects complaining of memory problems
ranging from mild age associated memory impairment
(N = 7), to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (N = 5), to
moderate impairment with a diagnosis of AD (N = 3) were
recruited into the study. The Mini-Mental Status Examination scores (MMSE) ranged from 16 to 30 with a mean of
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28 – 3. There were 6 men and 9 women with ages ranging
from 52 to 77 years, with a mean age of 62 – 7 years.
None of the subjects had significant experience with
meditation or yoga. Subjects were studied on their first KK
training day and then again after an 8-week self-directed
training program. On the first day of the study, a baseline
SPECT scan was conducted after the subject rested in the
room with their eyes closed and listened to a general informational CD about the effects of meditation practices for
approximately 12 minutes. This CD was neutral in its content. This scan was labeled the ‘‘pre-program baseline’’ scan.
Following this pre-program baseline scan, the subject returned to the room for their first meditation session. Subjects
initially viewed a 10-minute video on how to perform the
Kirtan Kriya meditation. Subjects were not asked to do anything more than perform the task. Thus, there were no additional instructions regarding the state of mind that they
should be in, any preparatory exercises, or any mindfulness
exercises. At the end of the video, the principal investigator
answered any questions and then observed the subjects doing the meditation to make sure that it was done correctly.
Subjects were instructed that they would perform the meditation while listening to a meditation CD that guided them
through the entire practice. The CD contains an individual
performing the meditation practice in its intended manner
with some light background music to aid in the performance
of the meditation. The subjects were then asked to perform
the meditation for 12 minutes the first time. The subject was
then scanned for 30 minutes using the same imaging parameters as for the baseline study. This scan was labeled the
‘‘pre-program meditation’’ scan.
Subjects were sent home with the meditation CD so that
they could practice it at home. They were instructed to perform the practice every day for 8 weeks. Subjects completed
a log to record when they performed the meditation practice
and their subjective experience of the practice and its effects.
No subjects were excluded from the study based on their
responses, but additional statistical analyses were done to
determine whether there was any effect related to the
amount of meditation performed. Upon completion of the
8-week meditation training program, subjects returned to
undergo a second imaging day essentially identical to the
first. They received a ‘‘post-program baseline’’ scan after
listening again to an informational CD. After the baseline
scan, the subjects then performed the meditation for the final
time, after which they underwent a ‘‘post-program meditation’’ scan. The same order was maintained in the pre- and
post-program imaging studies so that the effect of doing the
meditation would not interfere with the baseline scans.
A comparison group was recruited, after the initial cohort,
in which KK meditation was replaced with ‘‘music listening.’’
Five (5) subjects, 2 with MCI and 3 with aging-associated
memory impairment (all women with a mean age of 69 – 9
years and a range from 56 to 79 and mean MMSE of 28 – 2),
were asked to simply listen to two Mozart violin concertos
each day for approximately 12 minutes, the same amount of
time required for the KK meditation. The subjects were asked
to listen to the music and to record their progress in a log
book. Subjects underwent the same SPECT imaging procedures as the KK group, with listening to the music replacing
listening and performing KK meditation. The music group
listened to the same informational CD with neutral content.
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Therefore, the baseline states represented both subject groups
listening to the same information, allowing for adequate
comparison of these baseline scans. In addition, by listening to
music for the same amount of time as the subjects who performed KK meditation, this provided an appropriate comparison for the KK meditation program since subjects would
undergo similar types of programs with the exception of not
doing the active part of the KK meditation.
Subjects in both groups were also evaluated on the first
imaging day with a series of questionnaires including the
Speilberger State and Trait Anxiety Inventory,26 which measures both the temporary condition of ‘‘state anxiety’’ and the
more general condition of ‘‘trait anxiety’’; and the Profile of
Mood States (POMS), which measures identifiable mood or
affective states: Tension–Anxiety, Depression–Dejection, Anger–Hostility, Fatigue–Inertia, and Confusion–Bewilderment.27 Measures of spiritually related feelings included the
Index of Core Spiritual Experiences (INSPIRIT),28 the Purpose
in Life Scale,29 the Mysticism Scale,30 and the Quest Scale.31
Subjects also completed the Mindful Attention Awareness
Scale.32 These same tests were repeated at the 8-week postprogram session. Similarly, a neuropsychologic test battery
was performed on the pre- and postprogram scan days and
comprising a Category Fluency task in which subjects named
as many animals as possible in a 60-second time period, the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Digit Symbol Substitution
Test, a Logical Memory task, and Trails A and B. These tests
also were selected based upon other studies in which neuropsychologic tests were used to evaluate changes in cognition
associated with mental task interventions.33,34
Image analysis and statistics
The images of the pre- and postprogram baseline and
meditation scans were reconstructed and resliced, using an
oblique reformatting program, according to the anterior–
posterior commissure line so that the final two sets were
aligned for analysis. All images were de-identified and analyses were performed blinded to the patient or the pre/post
state of the brain. A previously validated template methodology consisting of regions of interest (ROI) corresponding to
the major cortical and subcortical structures was placed over
the baseline scan.35 For the purposes of this study, the CBF
was examined as measured in only a selected number of
ROIs, which was hypothesis driven. The ROIs examined
included the inferior frontal, superior frontal, dorsolateral
prefrontal, inferior temporal, superior temporal, inferior parietal, superior parietal, as well as the amygdala, caudate,
thalamus, and cingulate gyrus since these are areas that have
been found to be previously affected during meditation tasks
and also because these structures subserve a number of
cognitive and affective responses. The location for each ROI
was determined based upon magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) anatomy such that they could then be placed directly
on functional SPECT scans. Furthermore, each ROI (which fit
within each specified region and therefore represents a
‘‘punch biopsy’’ of any given area in order to ensure proper
placement and to avoid problems with partial voluming)
were placed on the initial scan and then copied directly onto
all subsequent scans. This was possible because the images
were already resliced into the same planes as described
above. The count values for the baseline and meditation
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scans were obtained by determining the number of counts in
each ROI on the meditation scan and normalizing those
counts to the whole brain activity. This provides a CBF ratio
for each ROI compared to the whole brain. Since two SPECT
scans were performed on the same day, the second scan had
the decay-corrected counts from the first scan subtracted out
prior to analysis. This technique has previously been validated and it was shown that there is a high test–retest correlation with less than 6% variability.36
A percentage change between the meditation and baseline
scans (for both the pre- and postprogram sessions) was calculated using the equation:
% Change ¼

(Meditation " Baseline)
· 100
(Baseline)

Measures of affect and spirituality were compared using
paired t tests. A linear regression model was used to correlate changes in mood with changes in memory. A limited
number of Pearson correlations between changes in neuropsychologic test scores and changes in the pre- and postbaseline CBF were compared for selected regions that are
known to be related to such parameters. Thus, the amygdala
and caudate nucleus were compared to emotional states of
tension and depression and the amygdala, frontal lobe, and
temporal lobe CBF were compared to feelings of spirituality.
The CBF data analyses for multiple comparisons were corrected using the False Discovery Rate method.37
Results
The characteristics of the KK and music listening groups
are not significantly different and are given in Table 1. Primary results of the SPECT scans were previously reported
and showed significant changes between the pre and postprogram scans in CBF.22 Structures in the frontal lobe regions
and right superior parietal lobe had significantly higher
baseline CBF after the 8-week training program and that
were associated with improvements in several memory tests.
Regarding the POMS, the KK group showed pre/post improvement in all categories, although significance was only
observed in the fatigue subcategory (Table 2). When compared

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the
Kirtan Kriya (KK) and Music Comparison Groups
Baseline characteristics

KK group

Music group

p

Age
MMSE
Category fluency
(animals)
Trails B
Logical memory
delayed
POMS
Tension
Depression
Anger
Fatigue
Confusion

64.0 – 8.0
28.1 – 0.7
21.1 – 7.9

65.0 – 9.9
29.0 – 1.0
21.5 – 5.0

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

105.5 – 52.8
10.6 – 5.2

132.5 – 58.6
12.3 – 6.5

N.S.
N.S.

52.2 – 12.9
8.9 – 5.4
6.6 – 4.8
4.7 – 3.4
9.2 – 9.0
8.4 – 5.4

47.5 – 17.2
9.0 – 5.0
4.8 – 4.6
2.8 – 3.0
6.3 – 4.6
9.5 – 4.5

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

MMSE, Mini-Mental Status Examination; POMS, Profile of Mood
States; N.S., not significant.
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Table 2. Profile of Mood States (POMS)
for Both the Kirtan Kriya (KK) Group and Music
Group Pre- and Post the 8-Week Program
POMS scores
KK group
Tension
Depression
Anger
Fatigue
Confusion
Music group
Tension
Depression
Anger
Fatigue
Confusion

Pre
8.9 – 5.4
6.6 – 4.8
4.7 – 3.4
9.2 – 9.0
8.4 – 5.4
9.0 – 5.0
4.8 – 4.6
2.8 – 3.0
6.3 – 4.6
9.5 – 4.5

Post
6.6 – 5.2
5.2 – 4.6
4.2 – 3.6
4.8 – 5.2
5.8 – 4.4
16.5.0 – 13.5
5.3 – 3.5
4.3 – 4.3
12.3. – 5.7
10.0 – 2.6

% Change

p

- 26
- 18
- 10
- 48
- 31

0.04
0.20
0.29
0.02
0.11

+ 83
+ 10
+ 54
+ 95
+5

0.13
0.35
0.19
0.01
0.10

to the music control group, the POMS scores were significantly
improved in the KK group in both the tension and fatigue
categories ( p < 0.05). The other POMS scores were better in the
KK group, but did not reach significance. There was significant
pre/post improvement in the Spielberger state anxiety score
for the KK group (pre 35.2 – 7.9 and post 30.1 – 7.7, p = 0.01), but
no significant change in trait anxiety score.
There were no significant changes in spirituality scores over
the 8- week period. Some trends were noted that approached
significance including a slight decrease in the INSPIRIT and
Mysticism scores, and a slight increase in Purpose in Life.
There was also a trend toward an increase in mindfulness
scores (pre score mean was 3.8 – 0.5 and post score mean was
4.1 – 0.6, p = 0.06). None of the spiritual measures were found
to correlate with measures of CBF.
In the KK group, there were several significant correlations
observed between the change in baseline CBF ratios and the
change in results for the POMS scores (Table 3). Specifically,
areas such as the amygdala and caudate correlated with
depression scores while the prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal
lobe, parietal region, and cingulate cortex correlated with
feelings of tension.
Interestingly, there were two significant correlations between the change in POMS scores (confusion and depression) and change in verbal memory as assessed by category
fluency memory test (R = 0.63, p = 0.005; R = 0.59, p = 0.01, reTable 3. Correlation Between Change in Profile
of Mood States (POMS) Scores and Change
in Baseline Cerebral Blood Flow (the Correlations
that Are Given were Significant After Correction
for Multiple Comparisons)
POMS category
Tension
Tension
Tension
Tension
Depression
Depression
Depression
Anger
Fatigue

Structure

R

p

R Prefrontal cortex
R Inferior frontal
R Parietal
R Cingulate
L Superior frontal
R Amygdala
R Caudate
L Superior temporal
R Cingulate

0.73
0.77
0.80
0.65
0.83
0.67
0.65
0.86
0.73

0.016
0.008
0.005
0.021
0.002
0.022
0.021
0.002
0.017
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spectively). This suggests that the improvement in feelings of
confusion and depression was related to the cognitive improvement. No other scores of affect and cognition were
significantly correlated.
It should be noted that log books and exit interviews with
the subjects revealed that the subjects in general found the
meditation practice enjoyable and beneficial. The subjects
were able to perform the practice a mean of 75% of the days
that they were in the study. Most subjects reported that they
subjectively perceived improvements in their mental wellbeing after the 8-week program. However, it was not possible to find any correlation between the amount of practice
reported and changes in CBF or affect scores.
Discussion
In this study, several neuropsychologic and neurophysiologic changes were observed, and the results suggest that the
intervention may be useful for some of the mood and quality-oflife issues that often are associated with cognitive decline. These
observations are consistent with a growing literature base of
other meditation practices such as mindfulness meditation,
which has been shown to reduce anxiety, depression, and
psychologic distress in a variety of populations38,39,40,41,42,43
including those with chronic medical conditions.44,45,46,47,48,49,50
Likewise, a pilot study of mantra meditation with veterans
found that a 5-week program significantly reduced symptoms
of stress and anxiety and improved feelings of spirituality and
well-being.51 Mantra meditation is similar to KK practice in that
it involves the repetition of certain words or phrases either out
loud or silently.52
Neuroimaging studies have started to illustrate the
neurobiologic correlates of meditation, highlighting brain
regions that regulate attention control and affect. While
studies utilizing positron emission tomography, SPECT,
and functional MRI (fMRI) have all demonstrated specific
changes in cortical and subcortical structures when subjects
were actively meditating,53,54,55,56,57,58 the evidence suggests that different meditation practices lead to different
neuropsychologic outcomes.17,18,20,22,59,60,61
The preliminary data from the present study show a correlation between changes in the baseline CBF in the right
amygdala and right caudate with a reduction in the feeling of
depression. A previous fMRI study by Lutz et al. (2008) reported increased CBF in the amygdala associated with improved emotional processing.62 Other meditation studies,
including the Cohen et al. prior study on the effects of yoga
on CBF,63 have reported significant effects in the amygdala,
as well as the striatum.17 Furthermore, these areas are frequently implicated in depression by a variety of functional
neuroimaging studies.64 The current data also suggest a
correlation between the change in baseline CBF in the right
anterior cingulate with a reduction in tension for participants
in the KK group. This is consistent with previous studies that
have shown the anterior cingulate to be associated with both
mood as well as the brain’s response to stress.65 Also, it was
previously reported that the anterior cingulate is activated
during meditation practices.66 Habituation is potentially a
contributing factor to brain changes during the practice of
meditation itself; however, it would not explain changes in
the baseline brain function that are reported here. There also
are correlations between improvements in emotional states
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and memory, but it is important to underscore the small
sample size and statistical nonsignificance of many of these
observations. Finally, subjects were able to perform the
practice a mean of 75% of the days that they were in the
study, and most subjects reported that they subjectively
perceived improvements in their mental well-being after the
8-week program. While it was not possible to find any correlation between the amount of practice reported and changes in CBF or affect scores, a few studies in the literature
suggest that greater expertise in meditation results in greater
effect.62,67 However, larger studies will be better able to assess how the amount and duration of practice correlates with
psychologic and cognitive benefits.
The overall findings from this study are an important
initial step in understanding potential mediators, moderators, and neurophysiologic correlates of KK practice. Larger,
controlled studies with more elaborate neuropsychologic
assessments are required to better evaluate the relationship
between meditation, memory, and affect.
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